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Snooker Clock is a lightweight desktop enhancement program whose purpose is to help you place a digital clock on your screen which offers support for a few themes including one for snooker fans. The advantages of being portable Since this is a portable program, it is important to mention that it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows Registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you need to
place a digital clock on your desktop on the breeze, without having to go through installation steps. Simple looks The tool reveals the time in hours, minutes and seconds and shows the current date as well. You can move the digital clock to the desired desktop position using the drag-and-drop support. In order to access the program’s features, you are required to perform a right-click mouse operation on the clock. Basic configuration settings Snooker
Clock gives you the possibility to choose between several preset themes, namely Snooker, Cartoon or Candy, make the utility remain on top of other windows, alter the text color, as well as enable or disable sound notifications that mark the passing of each hour. Performance The lack of configurable settings and intuitive layout make it an ideal application for less experienced users. Tests have revealed that Snooker Clock carries out a task quickly
and without errors. It leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall performance of the computer is not affected. Bottom line To sum things up, if you are looking for a simple software solution that comes bundled with limited features for helping you work with a digital clock, you may give Snooker Clock a try and see what it can do for you. I’m sorry, but this program is By tesla6 Its one of the best programs i’ve ever seen Best of
the best By tsm11 You might have to make some settings to suit your preferences but once you do it it’s great. I had it on my Nexus 10 just like that and loved it. SUPERB By HornyMan Just love this so much, This is very good By eln For the time By G.J. Best program to have At last I found something my computer wasn’t complete without. I wanted to see the time for weeks now but was unable to find a decent program that I could just press install
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Snooker Clock is a lightweight desktop enhancement program whose purpose is to help you place a digital clock on your screen which offers support for a few themes including one for snooker fans. The advantages of being portable It has been designed to offer a tool that is portable, lightweight and does not leave any traces in the Windows Registry. This way you can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever
you need to place a digital clock on your desktop on the breeze, without having to go through installation steps Simple looks The tool reveals the time in hours, minutes and seconds and shows the current date as well. You can move the digital clock to the desired desktop position using the drag-and-drop support. In order to access the program’s features, you are required to perform a right-click mouse operation on the clock Basic configuration
settings Snooker Clock gives you the possibility to choose between several preset themes, namely Snooker, Cartoon or Candy, make the utility remain on top of other windows, alter the text color, as well as enable or disable sound notifications that mark the passing of each hour Performance Tests Have revealed that Snooker Clock carries out a task quickly and without errors It leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall
performance of the computer is not affected. Bottom line To sum things up, if you are looking for a simple software solution that comes bundled with limited features for helping you work with a digital clock, you may give Snooker Clock a try and see what it can do for you. Benefits of using Snooker Clock Simple, lightweight and does not leave any traces in the Windows Registry. It can be moved to any desktop position using the drag-and-drop
support. You are required to perform a right-click mouse operation on the clock to access its features. The digital clock can be accessed by pressing the “Enter” key on the keyboard. The clock can be disabled by unchecking the “Enable Clock” option. You can customize the clock using the right-click options, including a limited number of configuration settings, such as changing the text color, as well as enabling or disabling sound notifications.
Snooker Clock has been designed to offer a tool that is portable, lightweight and does not leave any traces in the Windows Registry. This way you can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever 77a5ca646e
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Snooker Clock is a lightweight desktop enhancement program whose purpose is to help you place a digital clock on your screen which offers support for a few themes including one for snooker fans. The advantages of being portable Since this is a portable program, it is important to mention that it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows Registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you need to
place a digital clock on your desktop on the breeze, without having to go through installation steps. Simple looks The tool reveals the time in hours, minutes and seconds and shows the current date as well. You can move the digital clock to the desired desktop position using the drag-and-drop support. In order to access the program’s features, you are required to perform a right-click mouse operation on the clock. Basic configuration settings The
utility gives you the possibility to choose between several preset themes, namely Snooker, Cartoon or Candy, make the utility remain on top of other windows, alter the text color, as well as enable or disable sound notifications that mark the passing of each hour. Performance The lack of configurable settings and intuitive layout make it an ideal application for less experienced users. Tests have revealed that Snooker Clock carries out a task quickly
and without errors. It leaves a minimal footprint on system resources, so the overall performance of the computer is not affected. Bottom line To sum things up, if you are looking for a simple software solution that comes bundled with limited features for helping you work with a digital clock, you may give Snooker Clock a try and see what it can do for you. Snooker Clock is a lightweight desktop enhancement program whose purpose is to help you
place a digital clock on your screen which offers support for a few themes including one for snooker fans. The advantages of being portable Since this is a portable program, it is important to mention that it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows Registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you need to place a digital clock on your desktop on the breeze, without having to go through installation
steps. Simple looks The tool reveals the time in hours, minutes and seconds and shows the current date as well. You can move the digital clock to the desired desktop position using the drag-and-drop support. In order to access the program’s features, you are required to perform a right-click
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System Requirements:
Windows OS: XP (32bit), Vista (32bit), 7 (32bit), 8 (32bit), 8.1 (32bit) or 10 (32bit) Processor: Intel Pentium III 1GHz, AMD Athlon XP 2.0 GHz or better Memory: 1GB RAM (32bit) or better Video Card: Nvidia GeForce 7800 GT or better, AMD Radeon 9600 or better Additional Notes: Saves your progress to a user-defined folder. Supports 16 characters per save
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